
Women Talk Design 
Corporate Speaker Training

Prepare high potential employees to speak about their work on behalf of your company at conferences and public 
events. Our workshops equip new speakers with the tools and confidence to propose, craft and deliver compelling 
public talks. We are committed to empowering diverse speakers with the tools they need to succeed.  

We work with you to offer internal speaker training programs that meet the needs of your company and 
employees.  

Train your team

In this workshop, we provide new speakers with the framework and confidence to craft a 
compelling talk. Taught by expert speakers and storytellers, attendees will have a chance 
to draft and practice their talk, and learn how to seek out conference speaking 
opportunities. 

Sample Workshop

A framework 
for crafting a 
compelling 
talk

A draft of a 5 
min. talk

A video 
recording 
of their 5 min. 
talk

Resources for 
continued 
learning 

Present Yourself: Craft a Great Talk and Deliver with Confidence 

About 

Takeaways 

Women Talk Design elevates the best talks about design and technology from women and non-binary people, trains and 
coaches new speakers, and empowers event organizers with tools, approaches, and information to engage more diverse 
speakers. 

We offer speaker trainings, and curate community events that allow speakers to practice their talks. We also provide an 
online platform for new and speakers to share advice, resources and call for proposals.

Attendees will leave the workshop with: 

“All the tips I got and having a chance to practice and get feedback was really great. It really helped build my confidence. 
The speakers were all really engaging and inspiring to listen to and I learned a lot.” 
- Women Talk Design workshop attendee, Facebook Design 

“I plotted the outline of my talk that I intend to use for a presentation to my team's UX leadership. The feedback from the 
group & instructors was fantastic - I'm pumped to continue building it out, and reconnecting with the women from 
today to refine it even further. 
- Women Talk Design workshop attendee, Google Design

Testimonials

Get in touch
Danielle Barnes | CEO, Women Talk Design | danielle@womentalkdesign.com | (510) 992-3029 
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